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Preface

This progress report includes three tasks--one theoretical for which Dicus and
Sudarshan are the principal investigators, and two other experimental for which
Ritchie and Lang are the principal investigators. Accordingly it consists of three
separate and complete parts, labeled at the top of each page as Task A, Task B
or Task C.
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1 Introduction

This progress report of the Center for Particle Physics of the University of Texas at Austin

reviews the work done over the past year and is part of the renewal proposal for the period

from January 1, 1994 through December 31, 1994.

The senior academic staff of the Center for Particle Physics (Chiu, Dicus, Ne'eman and

Sudarshan) has remained the same. Professor Gleeson, Professor Biedenharn and Professor

Bohm are also members of the Center but were not part of this grant and all of their support

came from other sources. The contribution to the contract research of Bohm and Gleeson is a

contribution by the University and is not reviewed here. Professor Ne'eman was in residence

for the Spring semester. The Center also has five members who are experimentalists; Jack

Ritchie and Karol Lang, whose progress reports form another part of this document, Peter

Riley and Jerry Hoffmann who have separate funding, and Roy Schwitters who is on leave as

Director of the SSC. The research associate has been Dr. Palash B. Pal. Some of the work

reviewed here was by graduate students. Of these, David Bowser-Chao (Dicus) completed

his dissertation. Professor C. Bhamathi of Madras University spent the entire academic

year visiting the Center as did Dr. P. Morley of QED Research, Inc. Visitors for shorter

periods of time (weeks rather than months) were Scott Willenbrock (Brookhaven), S. Nandi

(Oklahoma State), X. Tata (Hawaii), Chung Kao (Florida State), Tom Imbo (U. of Illinois

at Chicago), Howie Baer (Florida State), Roberto Vega (SLAC), and Vic Teplitz (SMU).

All the visitors collaborated with members of the Center and many wrote papers while here

which are reviewed in this report. The staff supported by this grant have also benefited from

collaborations with many people outside the University as indicated in the following report.
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2 Research Report

2.1 Quantum Gravity and Mathematical Physics

2.1.1 QCD

QCD confines color. Forces between hadrons can only be mediated by the exchange of

color-neutral systems, quark-antiquark (mesons) or glueballs. All of these, however, repre-

sent massive particles and develop Yukawa potentials with ranges of 1-10 fm. For massless

color-neutral quanta to exist, there would have to be a gauge symmetry to protect them.

The only such protected colorless system is a two-gluon combination forming a "composite"

Riemannian metric--in the infrared limit of QCD. It automatically gauges "artificial" dif-

feomorphisms. This is Ne'eman's Pseudo-Gravity, renamed "Chromogravity". Ne'eman was

able to sharpen the proof of the existence of this gauge as a corolary of SU(3)c_tor. There

is no other approach or approximation to QCD which reproduces Regge sequences. In a

calculation (DOE-289) of the invariants of the Affine group SA(4, R) and its SA(3 < R) and

SA(2, R) subgroups (appearing as Stability subgroups for the Hilbert Space of Hadron states)

Ne'eman, Lemke and Pecina-Cruz classified the representations and proved that SA(4, R)

etc. do not impose kinematical constraints (such as the famous "angular condition" in local

current algebra), so that the Regge relation J _., M 2 is free to emerge (as it does) from the

dynamics. Ne'eman reviewed and developed the Nuclear Physics applications in DOE-292

and DOE-316.

2.1.2 SU(2/1)

Ne'eman has reviewed the predictions of his SU(2/I) theory (DOE-319). The ever rising

lower bound for the "top" quark mass, in addition to the same happening to the Higgs

mass, fit with the SU(2/I) picture (which predicts a mass of 170 GeV for the Higgs). The

Higgs coupling is a gauge and univcrsal coupling, so that it will provide similar masses in

its couplings, including Yukawa-type couplings to fermions. Presumably, this is the case for

the top quark. The structure has to be studied within the internal superCUT SU(7/1).

2.1.3 Affine Quantum Gravity

In a study with F.W. Hehl, E.W. Mielke, R. Hecht (Cologne) and J.D. McCrea (Dublin)

(DOE,-315), Ne'eman developed the entire machinery of Noether and Bianchi identities for

Affme spacetime. They also developed the formalism for conformal symmetry; with both
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Affine and Conformal symmetries acting, the manifold becomes invariant under their closure,

namely the Ogievetsky (infinite) algebra, the four-dimensional analog of the Virasoro algebra.

This formalism lays the foundations for a future study of Conformal Field Theory in four

dimensions (DOE-320).

In quantum models of gravity, it is surmized that configurations with degenerate

coframes could occur during topology change of the underlying spacetime structure. Ne'eman

and his collaborators have researched this difficulty and found that it can be corrected

through a change of transformation properties for the coframe, which does not fulfill in

the usual formalism the role of a Yang-Mills type gauge field of the translations, since it

lacks the inhomogeneous gradient term under gauge transformations. By explicitly restoring

this "hidden" piece within the framework of the affine gauge approach to gravity, Ne'eman

and collaborators have shown that one can avoid the metric or coframe degeneracy--which

would otherwise interfere with the integrations within the path integral. This is an important

advantage for quantization.

2.2 Phenomenology

2.2.1 High Energy Phenomenology

The need to unravel the mechanism for the spontaneous breakdown of electroweak sym-

metry is one of main reasons for exploring the TeV energy scale at, for instance, hadron

supercolliders such as the Superconducting Supercollider (SSC) in the United States and

the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) in Europe. In the Standard Model (SM) the breaking of

electroweak symmetry is realized by introducing a doublet of spin zero fields which acquircs

a non-zero value in the ground state. A scalar particle, the Higgs boson is a relic of this

method of breaking the symmetry, and can be searched for at colliding beam facilities. The

non-observation of a signal for Higgs bosons produced via Z --+ Z" + HSM in the experiments

at LEP has been translated to a lower bound, mUsM > 57GeV on the mass of the SM Higgs

boson, where HSM is the physical Higgs boson of the SM.

Unlike as in the SM, the Higgs sector of any supersymmetric theory contains at least

two SU(2) doublets. Within the minimal supersymmetric model (MSSM) the Higgs scctor

1 andTa- 1is completely specified by just two doublets h and h' that couple to the Ta = _ - -

fermions, respectively. The physical particles, therefore, consist of two neutral scalars, H_

and Hh(mH_ < mg_), one pseudoscalar (Hp), and a pair of charged bosons (H+). At trec

level, the masses and couplings of all these particles are completely determined by tan 3 = _,
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and the mass of any one of the bosons, which we take to be m H,.

In DOE-302, Dicus, together with H. Baer and Chung Kao of Florida State University

and M. Bisset and X. Tata of Hawaii, has made a detailed study of the detectability of Higgs

bosons of MSSM, including the case where Higgs decays to charginos and neutralinos are

allowed. First, they mapped out regions of MSSM parameter space already constrained by

precision data from LEP on Z decays and found that LEP, and even LEP 200, will not be

able to cover the whole MSSM parameter space in the search for Higgs bosons.

Hadron supercolliders wuch as the SSC and LHC will be able to cover most of the

remaining parameter space via the conventional search for "7"7,l_/'r, and 41 events assuming

(along with many other authors) that supersymmetric decay modes of Higgs bosons are not

allowed. In many of the regions of parameter space, it is possible that more than one Higgs

boson can be discovered, although there are also regions where only one Higgs may be visible.

However, a "hole" in the parameter space was found, where none of the Higgs bosons yields

an observable signal.

When working within the framework of the MSSM, it is not a realistic assumption

to neglect the possibility of supersymmetric decay modes of Higgs bosons. They show that

the branching fractions for the heavier Higgs bosons (Hp, Hh and H +) into charginos and

neutralinos can not only be substantial, but even dominant, for a wide range of MSSM pa-

rameters. This necessitates a re-analysis of the case where SUSY decay modes are allowed. It

is found that when SUSY decay modes of Higgs bosons are allowed, the regions of parameter

space where more than one Higgs boson may be visible are decreased. The "hole" where no

Higgs boson is visible also expands, due to the decrease of Higgs boson branching fractions

into SM modes. The region where t _ bH + _ bTy is potentially visible decreases as well.

They also investigated whether the SUSY decays of Higgs bosons can lead to new modes

for detection. It was found to be very difficult to detect Hp or Hh via 21+ fi:T final states

due to large backgrounds from direct WW and W1W1 production. The most promising case

for detecting Hp and Hh via SUSY decays is when Hp,h _ Z2Z2 _ 41+ Z1Z1, an analogue

of the "gold-plated" HSM _ ZZ ----*4l mode. Over some substantial regions of parameter

space, the 4l + fi_T mode leads to observable rates if detectors can detect relatively soft

isolated leptons. The most dangerous background is direct production of neutralino pairs;

however, when the Hp,h ---*41+ ]_T signal is large, this background typically occurs at a much

smaller rate. The 41+ fi:T signal can sometimes fill part of the "hole" referred to above, but

this is not true in general. An interesting ramification of the 41 + ZT mode is that it may

allow a mass measurement of the 22 and 2_ particles, if the decaying Higgs particle mass is
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already measured via its "),_/or Z Z _ 4l mode; such mass measurements are difficult even

in the environment of an e+e - supercollider. Finally, it is found that if t ---,bH + decays are

allowed, there exist regions of parameter space where a rare decay of

t _ bH + --. H/122 _ b+ 31 + ]_T

may be observable, again, if there exists sufficient detection capabiltiy for low PT leptons

(PT "_ 2- 10 GeV). This would signal the decay of charged Higgs to SUSY particles, and

could conceivably allow an mH+ mass measurement, if one already knows m21.

The most direct probe of the electroweak-symmetry-breaking mechanism is

longitudinal-vector-boson scattering. The LHC/SSC will provide the first opportunity to

study longitudinal-vector-bo,son scattering. There are other sources of longitudinal-vector-

boson pairs at these machines, and one might ask if we could study longitudinal-vector-boson

scattering indirectly via the final-state interaction (rescattering) of the vector bosons.

One difficulty with posing such a question is how to separate the effects of the final-

state interaction from direct effects. For example, in the process gg ---, VLVL(V = W, Z; L

denotes longitudinal polarization), which proceeds via a top-quark loop, the standard-model

Higgs boson couples directly to the top quark as an s-channel resonance. This direct effect

is much larger than any effect due to a final-state interaction.

In DOE-305, Dicus, Basdevant (Orsay), Berger (Argonne), Kao (Florida State) and

Willenbrock (Fermilab) study a model in which the Higgs boson which appears as a resonance

in longitudinal-vector-boson scattering does not couple directly to the top quark, so we can

study its effect on gg ---, VLVL via a final-state interaction. For simplicity they actually study

the process tt _ VLVL(t = top quark), which one may regard as a subprocess of gg _ VLVL.

The process gg _ VLVL was chosen because it is a large source of longitudinal vector

bosons at the LHC/SSC. The proccss qCt_ VLVL is also a copious source of longitudinal

vector bosons (except for ZLZL), but almost entirely in the J = 1 partial wave. The model

they study has only J - 0 resonances, so it does not produce large effects in the latter

process. The process VTVT,L --* VLVL(T denotes transverse polarization) has been shown

not to be a large source of longitudinal vector bosons.

One may regard the standard Higgs model as economical, in that it generates both

vector-boson and fermion masses via the same mechanism. However, we have no guarantee

that nature has chosen this model, so we should keep an open mind regarding the possible

manifestations of the vector-boson and fermion mass-generating mechanisms. These two

mechanisms could be quite distinct and have very different experimental signatures. This

point has recently been emphasized.
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Possibly the simplest model in which the vector-boson and fermion masses are gener-

ated by separate mechanisms is a two-Higgs-doublet model. One may introduce a discrete

symmetry to ensure that only one doublet couples to fermions. If this doublet has a small

vacuum-expectation value, it couples only weakly to vector bosons, but with correspond-

ingly enhanced strength to fermions. The neutral scalar boson associated with this doublet

unitarizes t_ ---, VLVL, but it contributes very little to the unitarization of VLVL _ VLVL,

which is unitarized almost entirely by the neutral scalar boson associated with the other

doublet. This model has been considered previously with a rather different motivation. We

do not regard this model as a candidate for a fundamental theory, but as the simplest model

which embodies the ohilosophy described above, and useful for suggesting signatures for the

vector-boson and fermion mass-generating mechanisms.

In DOE-305 the authors calculate the zeroth partial wave of _ _ ZLZL, with the t and

of the same helicity. The H2 resonance, which couples directly to the top quark, produces

the expected peak. The Ht, which does not couple directly to the top quark, produces a

dip. Such dips are generic for a final-state interaction which proceeds via a resonance, and

are known in hadronic physics. A simple understanding of this phenomenon is gained by

noting that the absorptive part of the loop diagrams, obtained via the Cutkosky rules by

putting the Goldstone-boson propagators on mass shell, is proportional to the product of

the tree amplitude tt ---. VLVL, the vector-boson-scattering amplitude VLVL --+ VLVL (using

the equivalence of the Coldstone bosons and VL in the limit g ---, 0), and a phase-space

factor _ -- (1 -4M_/s) 1/2. Denoting the tree amplitude by as(B -"Born") and writing

the vector-boson-scattering amplitude in a unitary phase-shift representation, _e _6sin 6, we
obtain for the full amplitude

a = as+i[Jas-_e sin6

-" abe _6cos

Thus the amplitude vanishes at the resonance position, 6 = 7r/2. The real part of the loop

integral shifts the position of the zero.

A dip in the VLVL invariant mass spectrum will be very difficult to observe at the

LHC/SSC. There is a large continuum background from qC7_ VTVT and gg _ VTVT which

is typically an order of magnitude larger than the gg _ VLVL continuum. At the H2

resonance, gg _ VLVL is enhanced such that the signal is comparable to or greater than

the background. However, a dip in the gg --, VLVL process near the H1 mass will be
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difficult to distinguish on the large continuum background. Furthermore, the H1 will appear

as a resonance in longitudinal-vector..boson scattering, so one would have to separate this

process from gg _ VLVL in order to have any chance of observing the dip in the latter.

Such a separation may be possible by tagging the forward jets associated with longitudinal-

vector-boson scattering, but it is not one-hundred percent efficient. While the tt _ VLVL

(via gg ---, VLVL at the LHC/SSC) is likely to tell us about the mass-generating mechanism

for the top quark, it is unlikely to reveal information on the mass-generating mechanism for

the vector bosons via the final-state interaction of the longitudinal vector bosons.

The possibility of producing high-lumim "ty photon beams by backscattering laser

beams from high-energy polarized electrons has prompted theoretical investigations suggest-

ing that the photon fusion processes

wfwz-, ° ,

can be used to probe the Higgs sector of the standard model. It has also been shown that

the photon fusion processes above can be used in the search for ultraheavy fermions at

high energy hadron colliders. In either case, the W+WL and Z_Z ° signals receive large

contributions from one-loop diagrams containing W_ , Z_ and Higgs bosons, H.

In DOE-307, Dicus, together with a student, David Bowser-Chao, A. Abbasabadi of

Ferris State University, and W. W. Repko of Michigan State University, examine the effect of

a strongly interacting Higgs sector on the photon fusion by unitarizing the s-wave amplitudes

for W+WL, Z°LZ_ and 77 scattering using the K-matrix formalism. It is then possible to

increase the longitudinal coupling strength A = g2m2H/8m_v by varying mH. Additionally,

the Higgs width is introduced in a manner which preserves the Goldstone-boson equivalence

theorem.
0 0

They find that unitarity corrections to the cross sections for 77 _ ZLZL and V7

W+WL are large for mH >_5 TeV. Nevertheless, in the large mH limit there is still a cross

section on the order of several femtobarns for either of these processes. This implies that

searches for ultraheavy fermions which make use of photon fusion must take into account

these sources of gauge boson pairs.

As we have been discussing a knowledge of deviations of vector boson scattering from

lowest order electroweak perturbation theory predictions is essential for accurate interpreta-

tion of future proton-proton collider results for vector boson production. Toward this end,

a number of authors have computed corrections for various values of the Higgs mass using

various approaches.
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In DOE-302, Dicus and Vigdor Teplitz (SMU and SSC lab) use the N/D method to

unitarize the amplitude. The defining property of the method is that, given a potential, it

produces an amplitude that satisfies a unitarity condition and has the same discontinuity

across the left-hand cut as that of the potential. The unitarity condition is that of elastic

unitarity in the two coupled channels, VLVL and HH where VL is a longitudinal vector boson.

The H H channel is an important one because the potential rises as m_, although the effect

is damped by the 4m_ increase of the elastic threshold. However, the H lifetime decreases

rapidly (m_ 5) with increasing mH, casting deubt on the validity and interpretation of HH

scattering results.

Dicus and Teplitz adopt the viewpoint that while the H lifetime falls with mH, HH

scattering increases a_'ld, at the same time, VLVL scattering into inelastic channels rises with

the HH intermediate state potentially a major contributor. They thus consider inclusion

of the HH intermediate state potentially an improvement over consideration of only VLVL

elastic scattering. To some extent, effects of inelasticity are independent of the details of

the inelasticity. Specifically, the opening of inelastic channels provides increased attraction

in the lowest threshold channel so that, at the very least, inclusion of the HH intermediate

state should provide qualitative insight.

They show that, for an elementary Higgs of mass less than 1 TeV, N/D unitarization

predicts very little nonresonant background in VV scattering beldow 2 TeV. It is essentially

independent of the choice made for the potential in s-wave scattering.

For Higgs masses in the region above 1 TeV, the results do depend on the assumptions

about the potential. Assuming that the "correct" potential is the full field-theory tree

amplitude, their results are that, in spite of the large values of the potential, the unitarized

amplitudes for mH -- 1.5 and mH -" 2 TeV contain a narrowed Higgs bound state.

On the other hand, if the appropriate potential is that obtained from analytic continu-

ation from high J to J --- 0 (with a CDD pole for the elementary Higgs) then the (narrowed)

elementary Higgs is an accompanied, for mH _ 1.6 TeV, by increasingly strong scattering just

above the VV threshold. For mH > 1.6 TeV, a bound state develops at the VV threshold

and for increasing mH, the bound state moves to smaller s, eventually becoming a tachyon.

A VV bound state would be distinguishable from a low-mass elementary Higgs because its

residue would be an order of magnitude greater.

A major feature of the results is the narrowing of the elementary Higgs width. The

unitary amplitudes generated by the N/D procedure give widths for the peaks in the I =

J = 0 amplitude far less than the values predicted on the basis of the potentials.
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The next generation i_, e+e -, and ep colliders will search for the Higgs boson over

a wide range of Higgs masses mH. Detection of a heavy Higgs (mH > 2mz) is considered

feasible at the Superconducting Super Collider (SSC) or CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC)

through the gold-plated channel, tt --, ZZ --. t+1-£+t -, and also at the Next Linear e+e -

Colliders (NLC) through the decay of H --. WW, ZZ --, (jj)(jj). Beyond the discovery

of the Higgs boson and the determination of its mass, the measurement of its coupling to

photons is desirable for the information afforded on the Yukawa coupling of the Higgs to the

top quark and the existence of ultraheavy new particles. For a heavy Higgs, however, the

branching ratio for H ---,"_'_is too small for accurate experimental measurement of the H3'ff

coupling at the SSC, LHC or NLC.

Proposed "_7 colliders, based on the underlying next-generation linear e+e - colliders,

provide both a means of detecting the Higgs boson as well as obtaining information on the

HV'_ coupling, through direct Higgs production via photon-photon fusion. Hard -_, collisions

at e+e - machines can be produced by directing a low energy (a few eV) laser beam at a

very small angle a0, almost head to head, to the incident electron beam. Through Compton

scattering, there are abundant, hard back-scattered photons in the same direction as the

incident electron, which carry a substantial fraction of the energy of the incident electron.

Similarly, another laser beam can be directed onto the positron beam, and the resulting

beams effectively make a "yffcollider.

The heavy Higgs boson may be detected through 7_ _ H -, ZZ, W+W -, t[, and bb.

The bb mode must contend with large continuum bb production by direct V'Yfusion. The

principal difficulty with this channel, however, is that the signal becomes insignificant for
>

mH .-_ 200 GeV . The W+W - and tt channels suffer from immense tree-level continuum

backgrounds, and the top-quark has not yet been found, so the study concentrated on the

H _ Z Z decay channel.

Previous work on Higgs resonance production at _'_ colliders, however, noted the ab-

sence of a tree-level background to "_ --, H --* ZZ. The signal is itself a one-loop process,

but should be of order a less-suppressed than the production of Z Z through box diagrams.

Furthermore, the signal is almost entirely restricted to the interval mH + FH in the invariant

mass spectrum of m(ZZ) because the Higgs width is very narrow for m_ < 400 GeV; for

the visible decay channels, one can further reduce this background by requiring m(ZZ) to

be around the Higgs peak. If the continuum production represented the sole background,

detection of the Higgs via H _ Z Z would depend only on the total event rate. One shall

demonstrate, however, the presence of additional backgrounds, which come into play when
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detection of the gauge boson pair is taken into account. Bowser-Chao and K. Cheung at

Northwestern University investigated the feasibility of detecting H _ ZZ in light of these

backgrounds, for the various decay modes of the gauge bosons, in DOE-309.

They showed that direct production of a heavy Higgs at "_7 colliders offers a feasible

discovery mode, provided that the energy of the underlying e+e - collider is not too much

greater than nZH. Due to the backgrounds principally arising from the immense production

of W+W - pairs, the optimal detection channel is H ---. ZZ _ q_E.+i-. Although the

continuum background 77 _ ZZ to this process is minimal, large backgrounds arise from

the production of "Y7 ---*qCIZ, E.+E.- Z. An angular cut requiring the quark and charged-lepton

pairs to be away from the beam-pipe can drastically reduce these backgrounds. With this

acceptance cut and the Z-mass constraints on the quark and charged-lepton pairs, one should

be able to discover a heavy Higgs-boson signal for m H up to 300 GeV at a _- = 0.5 TeV

e+e - collider, assuming a nominal yearly luminosity of 10 fb-1, and up to 350 GeV for a

luminosity of 20 fb-1. The upper limit of applicablity of this mode is mH < 400 GeV, for

which one requires a luminosity of the order 100 fb -1.

In DOE,-006, Bowser-Chao, Cheung, and S. Thomas (also at the University of Texas)

considered use of 7"Ycolliders to search for charged Higgs. Study of the symmetry breaking

sector of the standard model will be a prime target of future colliders. Any enlargement of

the sector beyond'the single SU (2)L Higgs doublet of the minimal standard model necessarily

involves new physical particles. With two or more doublets, as required in supersymmetric

theories, the physical spectrum includes charged Higgs bosons. Technicolor theories can also

lead to fairly light charged technipions. In this work, the production and detection of such

charged scalars (subsequently referred to as charged Higgs bosons) in the intermediate mass

range mw < rllH+ <_,2row at proposed high energy 77 colliders was considered.

The dominant decay modes depend on the charged Higgs mass, rn,H±. For an interme-

diate mass charged Higgs boson, the decay mode H + _ ZW + is not available. With the

current limit on the lightest neutral higgs mass, mh0 > 48 GeV, the mode H + _ hOW + is

closed for mH± > 130 GeV. If LEP II pushes the bound on mho to its range of detectability

(about mw), this channel is also closed for mH+ > 2mw. The mode H + ---,"yW+ is absent

at tree level and should be correspondingly suppressed. For trill± < mt + rob, where the top

quark mass is assumed to be mt _ 150 GeV, the mode H + _ tb will also be closed. With

these assumptions, the dominant decay modes are H + _ VT+, Ca. The decay H + _ cb

is suppressed by the small mixing between second and third quark generations. Decays to

other quarks and leptons are suppressed by small masses of the fermions.
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To this extent, Br(H + _ ur +) + Br(H + --. cg) = 1 over the mass range considered.

The three decay modes of the charged Higgs-boson pair, H+H - ---, _,r+_r -, cSLs, and

VT+_S + CSU_" may be used in a complementary fashion to cover the whole intermediate

mass range. The last decay mode, where detectable, may be used to determine mH + by

reconstructing the invariant mass of the cs system.

The authors considered each mode in turn, including the respective dominant back-

grounds. The mixed mode H+H - _ vT4_s, csvr was found to offer the most complete

coverage for discovery, assuming a reasonable r identification efficiency and that neither

branching ratio is very small. It was also shown that the other two modes could be used

for confirmation over a somewhat more limited region of parameter space. If one of the

branching ratios is too small for the mixed mode, a charged Higgs could be detected in the

remaining mode.

2.2.2 Low Energy Grand Unification

There is a recent realization of the possibility of constructing models where the unification

scale could be as low as l0 T GeV. One such model is based on the gauge group SU(15). The

earlier work Palash Pal has shown that unlike the SU(5) model, it does not suffer from the

monopole problem, and the gauge hierarchy problem is also much less severe. Pal has shown

that such low unification scale is still consistent with known bounds on proton lifetime,

neutron-antineutrino oscillation and neutrino mass. With Nilendra G. Deshpande and Evan

Keith (both of the University of Oregon), Pal has also applied similar considerations to a

larger group SU(16), which includes the possibility of neutrino mass and magnetic moment.

Experimentally, the interesting aspect of the model is that the intermediate scales are

low, so that some of the related phenomena might be accessible to the Superconducting

Super Collider. Recently, Pal has analyzed the implication of such models on rare K-decays

like KL --* #:l=e=F and K + ---, 7r+#+e _:. He showed (DOE-312) that the models predict a

very rigid upper bound on these modes. The conclusion is true for a large variety of SU(15)

and SU(16) model irrespective of the details of the symmetry breaking process. This may

provide a crucial experimental test for these models with low scales of grand unification.

2.2.3 Neutrino Physics in a Material Background

This subject has gained a lot of importance since it has been realized that the consideration of

neutrino dispersion relations in matter may be crucial in solving the solar neutrino problem.
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Pal has recently written a comprehensive review of the solar neutrino problem, which has

been appreciated a lot by researchers and newcomers in the field. Now he has been studying

neutrino interactions in a material background. He was invited at the Moriond Conference,

held in Villars, Switzerland, where he presented a review of the work done in this field. A

written version of this talk (DOE-007) will appear in the proceedings of this conference.

The general characteristics of the electromagnetic properties of a neutrino in a medium was

discussed some time ago and a complete calculation of the leading order neutrino photon

vertex was performed by Pal with Jos6 F. Nieves (University of Puerto Rico) and Juan Carlos

D'Olivo (Universidad Nacional Aut6noma de M6xico). However, all the implications of this

calculation are yet to be discussed. Recently, with Jos6 F. Nieves (University of Puerto

Rico), Pal showed th,_.t neutrinos have a small induced charge when they are in a medium

(DOE-012).

2.2.4 Unitarized Models on Higgs Resonance

Higgs mechanism plays a crucial role in the unification electroweak theory. This mechanism

also implies the existence of the Higgs particle. So far the Higgs particle has not been found.

In the minimal standard model the bare mass of the Higgs is a free parameter. It is related

to the coupling in the quartic interaction. It is well known that when the bare mass of the

Higgs is large, the coupling is strong and here the gauge interaction of the Higgs and its

interaction with fermions are relatively unimportant. The theory for this case is referred

to as the strong coupling theory. In DOE-259 and DOF_,-275, Professors Chiu, Sudarshan

and Bhamathi are concerned with the prediction of the unified electroweak theory when

the coupling is very strong. At the energy scale of 1 TeV which is significantly above the

masses of W and Z, the interaction of Higgs with the gauge bosons is predominantly with

the longitudinal components of the gauge bosons. The longitudinal components simulate an

isotopic triplet of scalars. One may draw analogy between the interaction among this triplet

and that among the pion triplet. For the pion case, there is the I = S = 0, sigma resonance.

Analogously one may expect the Higgs resonance in tile W+W - and ZZ channels. Various

approaches have been used to investigate the occurrence of Higgs resonance. A partial list

would include: the N/D method, the 1/N expansion in the O(2N) model, and various

"unitarization schemes". For the latter one finds that the Higgs resonance is present in the

Pad6 approximation and is absent in the K-matrix approach.

In DOE-275, Chiu, Sudarshan and Bhamathi constructed a relativistic Hamiltonian

model for Higgs resonance. Resonance trajectories are studied as a function of the parameters
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of the model. The presence of Higgs resonance over a wide range of parameter values is found.

Also it is possible to have Higgs resonance with moderate width, which can be "readily"

detected at the supercollider energies. The numerical results of the present model may be

used as a pheomenological guide in the search of Higgs in the sub-TeV and TeV region.

An optimistic scenario is as follows: Through the interplay between model prediction and

measurements, the da_ confirms one of the line shapes of the present model. This implies

the discovery of Higgs resonance and at the same time it also predicts quantitatively the

resonance pole position on the seecond sheet. This work is published in Physical Review D.

Professor Chiu and his student S. Beanc have continued their work on extending the

chiral perturbation series into the resonance region through the use of unitarization and

completeness sum rules. In DOE,-306, they consider the scattering of GoIdstone bosons in

the range of intermediate energies, and in particular focus their attention on the scattering of

pions in the p-resonance region. The chiral perturbation series is obtained to order E 4 from a

chiral SU(2) x SU (2) invariant effective Lagrangian. At order E 4, they isolate the low-energy

manifestation of heavy particle exchange in the s-channel and find that the contributions

of this type to the I - 1 and I -- 2 amplitudes have a one parameter dependence. This

observation provides a symmetry rationale for Chanowitz's recent observation (Chanowitz,

preprint LBL-32938 (1992)) that in a chiral model with an explicitly coupled p, the I = 1

and I = 2 channels are strongly correlated. In order to realize, in a quantitative way, the

fact that in the resonance region the direct-channel dominates, they make use of a simple

and intuitive unitarization scheme. This allows the derivation of a renormalization constant-

independent relation for the I - 1 and I - 2 phase shifts. With the assumption of a

p-resonance, this relation determines the position of a pole at euclidean momentum in the

I = 2 channel. Through an analysis based on the theory of redundant poles and the Adler

sum rule it is shown that this "tachyon" pole actually represents a physical contribution to

the unitary amplitude which accounts for p and c exchange in the u-channel.

As an extension of this research, S. Beane and S. Varma (DOE-009) have studied the

possibility of the dynamical generation of a P-wave resonance in a strongly interacting linear

sigma model with heavy fermions. This work is partially a response to a recent paper by

Truong (Truong, Phys. Rev. Lett. 70, 888 (1993)) which claims that intermediate states

involving heavy quarks of a hypothetical fourth generation doublet provide enough binding

to generate a p-wave resonance in strong WL-W L scattering. As emphasized by Truong,

this question is of special interest since precision weak-interaction measurements constrain

the spin-1 content of a strongly interacting Higgs sector via the S parameter upper bound.
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The existence of a p-wave resonance can therefore exclude a fourth generation of heavy

fermions. Beane and Varma argue that the Pad6 unitarization scheme, which is used by

Truong and others, is inconsistent with the dictum that axiomatic principles are devoid of

predictive power. In the present context, this dictum translates into the requirement that

elastic unitarity alone should not uniquely determine any S-matrix element. A unitarization

scheme is constructed that respects this requirement by relegating all predictive power to the

neglect of classes of graphs that can be assumed small. This unitarization scheme does not

alter the assumed spectrum of intermediate states, and therefore Beane and Varma conclude

that elastic unitarity sheds no light on the existence of a heavy fourth generation of fermions.

2.3 Quantum Mechanics and Quantum Field Theory

2.3.1 Solvable Models of Hamiltonian Systems

To study scattering of resonances by particles Professor Sudarshan together with Professor

Chiu and Professor G. Bhamathi constructed a Cascade model of interactions involving five

fields, two of which (8, ¢) are light and the other (A, B, C) are heavy. This model is solvable

explicitly. In particular in the three-particle sector C_¢ have elastic and inelastic scattering

and, in the latter domain, infinite degeneracy. They have found explicit solutions for both

the scattering amplitudes and the generalized eigenvectors. These eigenvectors constitute the

generalized M611ermatrix which is unitary and diagonalizes the interacting Hamiltonian. In

the three-particle sector, the eigenmodes of scattering are constructed and Newton's theorem

verified. This work, DOE-279, has been published in the Physical Review.

In their solution of the Cascade model, Chiu, Sudarshan and Bhamathi found that the

Lippman Schwinger asymptotic conditions need to be generalized when composite particles

are included. Mr. Samir Varma, working under the supervision of Professor Sudarshan, has

found the solutions to the Rearrangement model with the Hamiltonian

H = mmAtA +mBBtB + mDDtD + f_0t(_)l_(u_)d_

+ _/ vct (_)¢(u)d_ + f f(_)AtBO(_)dw + h.c.

f f2(w)DtC O(w)dw + b.c. + / g(u)BtC¢(u)du + b.c.
+

+ f g2 (u) A t D ¢(u)du + b.c.

With the reactions

A_B+O B_C+¢
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He is now computing the scattering amplitudes and eigenshiffs.

The need to generalize the asymptotic condition is expected to appear in a more

significant way in the rearrangement model. This work is carried out also in consultation

with Dr. I. Antoniou of the University of Brussels and Professors Chiu and Bhamathi.

2.3.2 Analytic Continuation and Generalized Quantum States and Theory of
Neutral Kaons

The method of analytic continuation of the spectrum and the state space of quantum systems

discovered by Sudarshan, Chil_ and Gorini has been applied to the study of the Lee model

and the Cascade model by Professors Chiu and Sudarshan. They have obtained not only

resonances poles but also complex branch cuts which can be identifed as amplitudes for

scattering of resonances of particles. These are shown to be analytic continuation of the

amplitude for scattering of a bound state of particles. Various kinds of analytic continuations

are described. A general theory of analytic continuation of inner product spaces is presented

clarifying that the analytic relation is between dense sets. The choice of the dense sets

defines the analytic continuation. The duals, considered as antilinear functionals foIzn the

bra vector space _ while the analytically continued space itself G is a distinct space. It is

the dual pairs which are involved in the analytic continuation. This paper, DOE-276, has

been published in the Physical Review.

Professors Chiu and Sudarshan have constructed a theory of kaon decay and other

systems like B°/_ °, C°C ° based on analytic continuation and the complex spectral repre-

sentation of the self-adjoint Hamiltonian of the system. While most of the results are not

different from the Weisskopf-Wigner-Lee-Oehme-Yang complex Hamiltonian, there are es-

sential corrections. This is not only for the short-term (Zeno) corrections but also the tiny

regeneration of Ks from Ke in the vacuum as earlier suggested by Leonid Khalfin..Another

consequence is a refined version of the Bell-Steinberger relation. This work is in course of

publication (DOE-296), They have also found that there is a close anathematical connection

with the Livsic construction in functional analysis. Some of these ideas were presented in an

invited talk (DOE-011) at the Conference on Unified Symmetry in the Small and in the Large

at Coral Gables in January 1993. Chiu arid Sudarshan have also studied the Lorentz trans-

formation properties of decaying systems beyond the narrow-width approximation usually

used to deduce the relativistic time dilation of lifetimes. This work is in progress.
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2.3.3 Perturbation Theory on Generalized Quantum Mechanical System

Recently, Petrosky, Prigogine and Tasaki investigated the Friedrich-Lee model based on

perturbation theory. They found that the spectrum of the system may described as a sum

of a discrete resonance state and a continuum spectrum along the positive real energy. This

conclusion differs from the earlier work of Sudarshan, Chiu and Gorini based on the analytic

continuation of the exact solution of the model. There they found that accompanying the

discrete resonance state, the continuum spectrum must be defined along a contour in the

complex energy plane which passes below the resonance pole. It is curious; what is the origin

of this difference?

A closer look reveals two important ingredients in their analysis; first is the use of

perturbation theory and second the expansion of the wave function in powers of the imagi-

nary part of the resonance energy. Sudarshan, Chiu and Bhamathi avoided any divergence

difficulty by doing perturbation theory in the complex energy plane.

In DOE-310, they present a general formalism for doing the perturbation theory in the

complex energy plane where the notion of the generalized quantum mechanical systems is

used. This formalism is applied to the Friedrich-Lee model. It reproduces the results of the

exact situation where the spectrum of the generalized quantum mechanical system consists of

a discrete complex energy pole and a continuum spectrum (which passes below this discrete

pole) in the complex energy plane. This spectrum disagrees with the results of Petrosky

et al. mentioned above. They also investigate the role of the "complex delta" function in

the description of a resonance state. The unboundedness of the spectrum appears to be a

necessary condition to give rise to a pure exponential decay.

2.3.4 Coherent States

Sudarshan has studied coherent states associated with shift operators as obtained in deter-

ministic chaos. A weighted shift operator is one which has the following action on a basis

{e,,,0 < n < oo}:
77e. = f(n)e,_+l

where f(n) is the weight. The standard creation operators of a harmonic oscillator

at In)= x/-n+ l ln+ 1)

has f(n) = _ + 1. The coherent states labeled by a complex number z are defined by

I z)=_(Tf f(m))rf_ ,0>, r/t IO)=O.n \m=0
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These states are eigenstates of r/t:

 tlz)-- z Iz)

The range of values z is defined by the convergence of the sum. For f(n) = _ all

values of z are allowed. For the unweighted shifts f(n) = 1, the range is I z I< 1. These states

called "harmonious states" provide a basis. The theory of these harmonious states and the

diagonal representations is presented in a paper DOE-308 which is in course of publication

in the International Journal of Theoretical Physics. They are particularly important for the

theory of deterministic chaos.

2.3.5 Quantum Group SUq(2)

In collaboration with Professor Babu Joseph of Cochin University of Science and Technology,

Sudarshan has investigated the quantum group SUq(2) and showed that all its representa-

tions can be obtained by an "innovation" on the representation of SU(2) Lie algebra has the

commutation relations

[J_,d+] = -2J3

[J3, J+] = + J+

while SUq(2) has
__eqJ3 __ e-q J3

[J'-' J_+]= eq - e-q

JL]= ±JL

The innovation consists of realizing

j_+ -- 9(J3)J+ ; J'_ -- J_9(J3)

J_= J3

It is then shown that there exists a 9(,]3) such that the SUq(2) is satisfied. This work is being

prepared for publication. When there are many degrees of freedom, the theory is richer and

promises interesting applications for corrections to the Debye theory of specific beats and

the blackbody Planck spectrum.
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2.3.6 Vacuum Polarization by Solitons

Siamak S. Gousheh, working under the supervision of Professor Sudarshan, has been working

on vacuum polarization of fermions. He has collaborated with Rafael Lopez-Mobilia on this

project. They computed the vacuum polarization of fermions by solitons of any topological

charge in (1 + 1) dimensions by a modification of the adiabatic method of Goldstone and

Wilczek. They obtained solutions which continuously interpolate between the adiabatic and

nonadiabaLic i-egimes and have investigated the effect of the scale of variation of the solitons

on the Cacuum polarization (V P) that they induce and have verified that energy level crossing

occurs only for sharply varying solitons. However, they showed explicitly that in all cases,

every time the topological charge (TC) of the system increases by one, one unit of fermion

number escapes from the system, thereby showing that the adiabatic results of Goldstone

and Wilczek hold even in the nonadiabatic case. Hence they verified that in the adiabatic

c_e VP - -TC for all TC. They, however, obtained the surprising result _hat even in

the nonadiabatic case, the solitons will polarize the vacuum provided that they have a high

enough TC (although in this case] V P I<l TC [). Only the infinitely sharp solitons can

never polarize the vacuum. They also showed that during the entire process of building up

a soliton of any TC, ti_e total "number" of eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian is conserved,

the total spatial density of the spectrum remains uniform and the eigenfunctions remain

complete. Their work, DOE-311, has been submitted to Physical Review for publication.

2.3.7 Other Topics

2.3.7.1 Uncertainty Principle. Steve Maxson, working under the supervision of Pro-

fessor Sudarshan, has completed work on minimum uncertainty states of a system with two

degrees of freedom as correlated states. In DOE-297, Professor Sudarshan investigated the

close relationship between the zero point energy, the uncertainty relations, coherent states,

squeezed states and correlated states for one mode. This group-theoretic perspective en-

ables the parametrization and identification of their multimode generalization. In particular,

the generalized Schr6dinger-Robertson uncertainty relations are analyzed. An elementary

method of determining the canonical structure of the generalized correlated states is pre-

sented. This paper was presented at the Second International Workshop on Squeezed States

and Uncertainty Relations at the Lebedev Institute in Moscow in 1992. In this work, the

time evolution of these minimum uncertainty states is described generally. The invariance

of the uncertainty relations (whether minimum or not) under linear canonical transforrna-
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tions is shown, and a new representation of the group of canonical transformations of the

two-mode uscillator is constructed which uses the quantum correlation coefficients.

2.3.7.2 Homotopy in Classical Dynamics. Panayotis Panayotaros has completed and

submitted a thesis on the role of homotopy in classical dynamics.

2.3.7.3 Quantum Envelope of Classical System. Some years ago, Sudarshan had

discovered how to embed classical canonical dynamics with n degrees of freedom in a quantum

system with 2n degrees of freedom by adjoining to the dynamical variables {q3,p_} also the

elementary vector fields { o o }. In a paper presented in honor of Susuma Okubo's sixtiethOqj ' Opj

birthday (proceedings edited by Ashok Das, World Scientific, 1992), Sudarshan showed how

this quantum envelope of a classical system can be utilized to construct a dynamical theory of

measurement. He has also used it to reformulate the Poincar_ catastrophe and the problem

of deterministic chaos in "Large Poincar_ Systems." Much of this work is under preparation

for publication. The question is related to the problem of quantum decoherence = whether

a pure quantum state can become a mixture under Hamiltonian evolution. Bhamathi and

Sudarshan have done some work on this which is being prepared for publication.

2.3.7.4 Cherns-Simons Field Theory. Professor C. R. Hagen (Rochester) and Pro-

fessor Sudarshan have investigated the quantization of Cherns-Simons field theory on a torus

T 2 and find that there is a consistent quantization possible without any quantization of the

coupling constant (Rochester preprint UR-1308, DOE-321).

2.3.7.5 Chirality Invariance and V- A. Professor Robert Marshak (Virginia) and

Professor Sudarshan have traced the ideas of chirality invariance in the context of the V-A

Theory in a research review titled "Chirality Invariance and the Universal V-A Theory of

Weak Interactions" prepared in honor of the Seventieth birthday of Jaime Tiomno.

Saznir Varma finished his work on calculating finite temperature radiative corrections

to Compton Scattering and it was published in Phys. Rev. D46, 3630.
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1 Introduction

Calendar year 1993 is the fourth full year of DOE flmding of experimental high energy

physics research at the University of Texas at Austin. Several milestones were p_sed during

this period (or will be- this report is being written in May, 1993). Among them are the

publication of final results from Expt. 791 at tim AGS facility at the Brookhaven National

Laboratory; this experiment h_ proved to be the most sensitive search for rare kaon decays

ever conducted. An upgrade of this experiment, Expt. 871, is far into the construction phase

and an engineering run will be carried out (luring June and ,July (1993) at the AGS. Analysis

of a side experiment, E888, which used the E791 spectrometer to search for an H dibaryon,

is making steady progress. \Ve are also participating on the GEM experiment at the SSC.

These topics are discussed in this progress report. We provide a common progress report

for T_ks B and C of this grant, since both of these tasks fund a common experimental

program. Much of the discussion in this progress report is redundant with that in our

three-year renewal proposal. This is because we believe the renewal proposal needs to be

self-contained and that our recent activities are relev_mt for assessing that proposal.

AGS Expt. 79I has been recently coml)leW, l. It achieved the best sensitivity for the

decays K_, _ p,e, K_, ---, c+e -, and K Z _ lt+lt - Of any experiment to (late. Over 700

K_, ---, #+#- events were observed and upper limits on the other two modes, which were

not observed, were set near the 10-_ level. Our new experiment, E871, of which Ritchie

is co-spokesman, will improve on E791 by more than an order of ma_,mitude. E871 is a

collaboration of UC Irvine, Stanford, UT Austin, and the College of William and Mary.

R,are kaon decay studies provide solne of the most promising opportunities to observe

physics beyond the Standard Model and to test the high-order predictions of the Standard

Model. An extensive discussion of the physics motivation behind our experiments AGS E791

and AGS E871 can be found in our renewal proposal. A general discussion of experiments

in this field can be found in the review of [tit('hie[l]. Here, we provide a summary of AGS

E791 resu!ts and compare them to comI)etillg t_xperiments.

At the end of this report, we attach the, paper which (lescribed our final AGS E791

K_, _ #e result, published recently in Phy,_ical Review Letters. We also attach our final

K_ _ e+e - paper, which h_ been submitte.(1 to Physical Review Letters. A final K_' --.

#+#- paper exists in the draft form, but has m_t_yet been submitted for publication.
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2 Results of AGS E791

In this section, we summarize the re,,sults of AGS E791. Much of this discussion also appears

in our 1994-1996 renewal proposal.

Three experiments have been active _)ver the last few years in the search for the rare

modes K], _ #e, f_,'_ _ #+#-, and K Z _ c+c -. They were AGS E780, KEK E137, and

AGS E791.

AGS E791 was a collaboration of UCLA, UC Irvine, Los Alamos, Stanford, Temple, tIT

Austin, and William and Mary. It took physics data in three consecutive years of running

1988, 1989 mad 1990. No K_, _ pe or K_ _ e+e - candidates were: found. Table I shows,

for comparision, the final results for these modes from both AGS E780 and KEK E137, akmg

with AGS E791. Table 2 list,s the results on K_, ---, it +#- for these experiments; to provide

some perspective on the progress in this type of research, the older K_ ---, It+If experiments

are also included in Table 2. As is clear from the tables, E791 was very successful. Our new

experiment, E871, will improve upon E791 by more than an order of magnitude.

The AGS E791 spectrometer is shown in Figure 1. The experiment was performed in

the B5 neutral beam at, the AGS. Protons (3-5x 1012per spill) with 24 GeV in energy were

incident on a one interaction length copper target. A neutral beam was defined by a series

of collimators centered at a 2.75 degree angle from the incident proton beam direction.

Two dipole sweeping magnets removed charged particles from the beam. The decay volume

wa._ a region extending from roughly 10 Illet.ers from the target to the most upstream drift

chamber at 18 meters from the target. Most of the collimation channel and the entire

decay volume were under vacuum. The beam volume within the spectrometer was filled

with helium. Tracking was performed by 5 drift chamber modules (each module made 2

x and 2 ,Ymeasurements). The regions between drift chambers were filled with helium to

AGS E780121 KEK E137[3] AGS E79114, 51

K°L _ #c limit 1.9 x 10-!) 9.4 x 10-ll 3.3 x 10-ll ,.,

K_, --, e+e - limit 1.2 x 10-I_ 1.6 x l0 -1° 4.1 x 10-ll

Table 1" Results from recent K°L ---,#e and K_, ---*e+e- searches.
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Source Year Events BR (I0 -9)
.....

Clark el, al. [6] 1971 0 < 1.8

Carithers et al. [7] 1973 6 [4 +13_7

Fukushima et a/.[81 1976 3 8.8+_51°_'

Shochet el, al [9] 1977 16 8 I+2.8• ' -1.8
....

AGS E780 (Schafl'ner el, a/.)[2] 1989 8 --

KEK E137 (Inagaki ct a/.)[10] 1991 179 7.9:t:0.7

AGS E791[11 1992 708 6.9 ± O.4

Unitarity b(:nuM .... "_ 6.8,,,

'Ial_le 2' Sumnmry of t<_ _ It _lt- experinlents.

reduce multiple scattering and particle i11teractiolls. Each of the two dipole magnets provided

ApT _--300 MeV, but with oppc_site sign. DowIlstream of the finM drift chamber, a finely

segmented scintillator hodoscope, a gas threshold Cerenkov counter, another hodoscope and

a large lead gla,,_sarray followed in sequence. The scimillation counter hodoscopes provided

the signals Ilsed in the l¢,west level (fast logic) trigger. The Cerenkov counter also provided

a fast signal, corresponding to the presence "f an electron, which was used in the low level

trigger. The lead gla,_s provided an electron energy measurement which wa_ used for offline

n" : c (liscrimination. A meter (,fsteel f()ll()wed the lead glass to stop all particles except

nmons. Behind the steel, a segmented scintillati()ll ll(_(loscol)e provided a fast muon sigmal

for the low level trigger. Finally, m_lons were stopped in a segnlented absorber stack with

large proportional wire chambers spaced thr(nlghout the stack. This "rangefinder" providecl

a ninon range mea,surement which c¢,rrespo_(ls to at 10% me_usurement of momentum.

tIigh rate capability was achieved t_y flllly-custom high speed front-end electronics[l 1,

121, a massively paraJlel readout architecture[13], and a multi-level trigger system, qkigger

decisions were made in two stages. A low level first logic trigger xv_ksbased c)n the scintillation

counter ht_tlosct_pes, the l_'erenkov c¢,mm,,r, tile 11mon llodoscopes, and meantimer signals

fr¢)l_lthe upstreana (h'ift chalnbers. A lligll l(,vel trigger was based on rudimentary event

rec(mstruction using drift clmmber lfit.s. "I'llis was carried out in a farm of eight SLAC

3081/E processors[ 14].
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Figure 1' Plan view of tile. ET9t spectrometer.
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The event analysis consisted of basically four steps: (I) pattern recognition using drift

chamber hits to identify tracks in the spectrometer, (2) fitting the event to obtain the best

tracking and momentum information, (3) imposition of particle identification criteria from

the (_erenkov counter, lead glass, muon hodoscope and muon rangefinder to cl_sify the

event, a_nd (4) imposition of final fiducial-type cuts to insure events were flflly contained

within the detector volume and that the kinematic measurements were of high quality.

The decay K_, _ 7r+rr- has the same topology as K_, --_ tLe, is copious by modern

standards, and its branching ratio is well known. It is usefltl as an indicator of detector

performance and a heavily prescaled sample is used as the branching ratio normalization.

Figure 2 shows a comparison of data and our detector Monte Carlo for parent kaon momen-

tum and vertex z position for K_ _ 7r+Tr- events.

A useful quantity, denoted by _K, is the angle the reconstructed K_, makes with respect to

the line from the target, to the decay vertex. This quantity will be zero (within me_urement

resolution) for decays with no missing particles, but will usually be much larger in cases

where there is missing transverse momentum due to missed neutrinos. Figure 3 (left box)

shows ('-3_-versus 7rTrinvariant mass for a sample (,f t(_, --_ 7r+rr- events. A gaussian fit to

the mass distribution after a cut requiring (-)K < 1 Inrad, shown in Figure 3 (right box),

yields a mass resolution of 1.4 MeV.

E791 recorded data during 1988, 1989, m_d 1990. The combined data sets yielded a

single event sensitivity ff_r the K°L _ tl_edecay ¢_f 1.5 x 10-ll. The sensitivity was measured

by counting observed K_ --* 7rrr event, s, whicl_ lmve the same topology as K°L --, ire. Tlw

detector acceptance for these two decay 1_odcs is _imilar and many systematic effects (such

as pattern recognition efficiency) are t'()ll_ll_()ll t(_ both illodes.

Figure 4 shows a scatter plot of the square ()f the transverse momentum imbalance versus

reconstructed mass for K_ _ tie candidates. Nc_ _cnt_ appear in the signal region, allowiilg a

90% confidence upper limit of a.3 x 10- '_ to s,,t.Tl_is is the lowest sensitivity ever achievecl

in a ta_on experiment. E791 has also searclled t'_)rand set, linfits on K]_ _ e+e -, shown in

Figure 5, and observed a large sample of h'}' _ It+It- decays, shown in Figure 6. Figure 7

slLows a comparison of data and our detect(,r XI(mte ('arlo for parent kaon momentunl a1_(l

vertex z positi(m for K°L ---. lL+lt - evellts. 'Fable '2 gives the E791 measurement o[ tlw

K]_ -_ It +It- branching rati_, along witll all lllt-!_tSllrt;lllt?nt, s from othe.r experiments.

The searches for rare kmm decays, becaust' (ff tlwir l(nlg lifetimes and the extremely sl_l_tll
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Figure 2: A comparison of KL -'-* 7rrrdata to Monte C_lo for both parent KL momentum

(top) and the vertex z position (bottom). The solid line is data.
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branching ratios to which experirnents is nc_wsellsitive, are likely to have greater sensitivity

to new physics than current searches in heavy mes(m or r decays (see for example the review

of Marciano[15]). Searches for fcM_idden llnton decays (suc'h as # ---, e'), and # --* ece) are

complementary to searclw.s in the kaon syst,_ln, rather than redundant, because kaxm decays

involve quarks in the initial state (indeed, (l_utrks from diffe.re.nt generations). In some

models, this difference is important. A searcll fi_r the kaon decay K + --, 7r+#+e - provides

complementary information to a t(], ---, ILcsear_'ll, since the fi_rnler is sensitive to a scalar

or vector current, while the latter is sel_sitiw:.,t_ a pseudoscalar or axial-vector current. For

completeness, Table 3 giw:s the,' currmlt experin_ental limits cm a number of possible lepton

flavor violating decays and the associated rel'ervn¢,es.

Decay Brmwhing rati¢_ (90¢_.(:.L.) [teferenc:e
,,,

It ---' e'7 < 4.9 x 10-ll Bolton et al., 1988116]

1*--* ecc < 1.0 x 10-12 Bellgardt et al., 1988117]

r --, lt"/ < 4.2 x 10-(; ('inabro et al., 1992118]
p ......

rr° --, #e < 1.6 x 10-_ Lee et al., 1990[19]
,,

K_, --, #e < 3.3 x 10-lj Arisaka et al., 199314]

K + ---*rr+#+e - < 2.1 x 10-l° Lee et al., 1990119]
......................

K + --+ rr+/I,-c 4 < 6.9 x 10-_ Diamant-Berger et al., 19761201
,,

D° ---,#e < 1.0 x 10-4 Albrecht et al., 1988121]
, ,

B ° --, Ire < 4 x 10-n Avery et al., 1989122]

"Fable 3: Cllrrent limits on s¢_w_.r_dleptcm flavor violating decays.
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3 AGS E871 "

The UT Austin group h_ taken a leading role in several areas of E871. For example, the

Monte Carlo studies using the Oak R,idge code CALOR89 that were used to investigate a

number of beam plug design issues were done by our group. We provided the specialized

low-energy neutron anti photon detectors that were used to measure lealauge from the plug in

beam tests at the AGS. (This work is the subject of a NIM article which is in preparation.)

Our group is responsible for construction, installation, and support of three detector systems:

straw tracking chambers, a lead glass array, anti large scintillator hodoscopes for muon

identification. We briefly discuss these topics below.

3.1 Plug Studies

A novel feature of AGS E871 is the plan to stop the neutral beam inside the spectrometer.

This is accomplished by locating a beam dump, or plug, in the upstream-most dipole spec-

trometer magmet. The AGS E871 spectrometer is shown in Figure 8. The plug will reduce

rates in detector elements downstream of the spectrometer magmet in which it is located, by

eliminating K_ decays inside the spectrometer, beam scraping on detector frames, neutron

interactions in the gas, etc. The net efl'ect will be clearer particle identification. Also, the

enormous reduction in dose to the lead glass (to levels well below E791, even at the incre_ed

AGS Booster intensity) will make it possible to re-use that glass. However, leakage from the

plug will cause some excess rate in tracking chambers which are close to the plug itself.

Therefore, optimization of the plug design is critical to the experiment. We have carried out

beam tests of the plug at the AGS in 1991 anti 1992. Extensive Monte Carlo simulations,

using the Oak Ridge code CALOR89, have been used for some guidance, although our major

conclusions are based on experimental measurements.

The plug consists of a core of non-magnetic heavimet, a tungsten-copper alloy of density

18 g/cm a, backed up by copper, and surrounded with 0.5% borated polyethylene, a thin layer

of a highly (30%) borated material (trade name Boroflex), anti finally by a layer of lead. In

some locations, the borated polyethylene is replaced with a composite material containingi

zirconium hydride. This material provides similar hydrogen density to polyethylene, but has

much higher density. This material was tested with beam at the AC,S in 1992. The {lense
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core attenuates hadronic silowers qlfickly; tim l_olyethylene/zirconium hydride moderates

neatrons escaping the metallic core. Once therrnalized, neutr(ms are captured on the boron.

The lead prevents the 480 keV photons, pro(luted when the thermal neutrons are captured,

from escaping. The nominal depth (in the bealn direction) of heavimet was 112 ca, followed

by 40 cm of additional copper. The requirelnent that the plug be narrow in the horizontal

x direction, to preserve the E871 acceptalice, is what makes the plug design difficult. The

nominal width of materials is 30 cm of heavilllet. 5 cm of polyethylene on each side, 0.32 cm

on Boroflex of each side, and 0.64 cm of lead on each side -- making a total width of 42 ca.

The bean enters a tunnel bef¢,re interacting in the plug. The depth of the tunnel is 80 ca;

the upstream 50 cm consists of polyethylene layered with lead and the final 30 cm of the

umnel consists of heavimet. During the collrse of our beam tests, the dimensions of the

plug, thickness and type ¢_fthe shielding materials, composition and size of the tunnel, etc.,

were varied t_ gain an understanding of (letector rates as a function of the details of plug

construction. Figure 9 shrews ,t cross secti(_,_view (_fthe plug.

Two types of beam test data were taken: data with the E791 spectrometer to mea,;ure

detector rates in various plug copqgmrations anti metk_urements with specialized detectors

to addr,_,_s the specific questions of leak,_ge ()f soft particles from the plug. The data from

which detector rates were measured were taken by triggering the E791 detector with a

pulse generator, providing events which were effectively random with respect to any beam

associated process. Figure 10 shows the layout t_f the E791 spectrometer. The plug was

lt_cated in the 96D40 spectrtmleter nlagnet. Data were usually taken with the magnetic field

_)oth tm (i.e., at a field of about 1.2 _I_sla. within 10-15% of the flfll field planned for 13871)

and off- all¢l in some cases with the polarity reversed.

The normalization of detector rates to the beaIn fltlX onto the plug was done in several

<lifferent ways. The most reliable is to count two-track vertices (V's) in the decay volume,

llsing the two upstream E791 drift el:ambers. This nat.hod normalizes to Eaton flux, which

sh(ntld be fixed with resI)ect to neutr(,r_ fi,lx. A lil_fitation of this method is statistical since

In¢_st plflser tapes t't_lltain only a few lnnldre_l V's. ()ther Inethocls were not statistically

lixnited, bltt s_lfferecl from systematic v_tri_tti_lls. F_r examI)le, two scintillation counter

telescopes act _s 90° inonitors for tl_e pr,_t,,_l targel.. While the two telescopes track each

_tlier closely, comparisons with _t,l_er rnonitt,rs show that tl_ey are sensitive to changes in

target ing.
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Figure 10: Plan view of the E791 spectrometer used for plug tests. The upstream dipole

magnet w_ not used. The downstream 96D40 dipole, where the plug was located, was run

at a field of about L.2 Tesla- _bout 10-15% below the full E871 field. The locations at

which the neutron and photon detectors were lock,ted are indicated by the circles enclosing

the letters A, B, C, and D.
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The specialized detector Ineasureltmllts were Inade to irlvestigate the fltLXand energy

distributions of low energy neutrons and photons froln the plug. These detectors consisted

of:

• Liquid scintillators. Because of the difference in shape of plflses caused by neutrons

and photons, these detectors can separate neutrons and photons in the energy range

of about 0.1 MeV to 10 MeV for phot(ms and 0.6 k leV to [0 MeV for neutrons. The

pulse height spectra can also be unfolded t_ provide some information on the energy

spectra. The liquid scintillators were partly surrounded by plastic scintillators, which

provided the ability to veto charged parti('les.

• Bonner spheres. These are spherical polyethylene neutron moderators which enclose a

LiI(Eu) scintillator. By counting therlnal neutron captures on the lithium for a series

of different sized spheres, it is possible to {_btain iifformation on the nelttron energy

spectrum from thermal energy ltp t_Jab_mt 25 hleV.

® aHe counters. These are gas count, ers which count very low energy neutrons through

the interaction aHe(n,p)aH, which has a 4000 barn cross section at thermal energy and

decreases inversely with the neutron's velocity. In our case, neutrons were observed

from thermal energy tip to about 20 eV.

• Solid state germanium detector. This detector provides high resolution measurements

of photon energy spectra.

Data were taken with these detectors for _nost of t,l_eplug configurations tested, ttowever,

the Bonner sphere measurements, which are. tilile consuming, were Inade only after major

plug modifications.

The neutron and gamma detectors were. rea(l (ntt with a stand-alone data acquisition

system, so that V's cannot be used to normalize t:llese n_easurernents. However, a number

of sealers generated from signals fr()m the E791 detector, as well _ the 90° telescopes and

other beam associated quantities, were rec¢_rded mid can be used for normalization and cross

checks.

The purpose behind operating tlle ne.utr(m an(I plloton detectors was two-fold: (1) un-

derstanding the physics of the plug (for exm,_ple, c(mllmris(_ns with the CALOR89 Monte
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Carlo) requires direct knowledge t_f the lc)w ellt,rgy particles (_s(,aping the plug and (2) un-

derstanding the sottrces of detector rates is very difficult witllout knowledge of the fluxes of

low energy particles.

Prior to the plug test, we were very concerned about neutrons as a major source of

detector rates. We now believe that the interact, ion of neutr(ms in detectors is not a problem

indicating the basic plug design is highly slwcessful. A strong statement regarding photons

is more difficult. Photons in the energy range covered by the liquid scintillators, from about

100 keV up to 10 MeV, do not account for a significant fraction of the rate in drift chambers

or scintillators.

Figure 11 shows a scatter plot of ADC l,ttlse lleigllts (fl'om an early short gate and a long

late gate) from one of the liquid scintillators. Tile separation between the neutron and photon

bands can clearly be seen. The calibration of these detectors was established with radioactive

sources (22Na for photons and 2s2Cf for neutrons). Since charged particles also regdster in

the liquid scintillators, these counters were operated t)et,weeI1 two pl_tic scintillators which

could veto charged particles. In addition t,o vet()illg, hc)wever, the coincidence of the liquid

scintillator with the l)l_ust,ic scintillators could als(_ c(mnt the cllarged particle fltLx. Therefore,

wit,h these (letectors we ultilnately llave me_uuurements of the neutron, photon, and charge(l

l)article fluxes -- at least over the energy ranges covered by these detectors.

Figure 12 shows the results ()[ a Bonner sphere llleasuremellts of lleutrons for two config-

urations of the plug at a location upstream of t,he plug where one of the E791 drift chanibers

-- DC3 -- is nornudly located; this is the position B iudicated in Figure 10. Figure 4 shows

the number of neutrons versus energy fronl thermal energy tip to 25 MeV. Also shown for

comparison are results of the Monte Carl() simulations.

We can compare the Bonner spllere results t,o aHe counters at the low energy end of the

Sl)ectrum and to the liquid scintillat()r pulse shal)e discrimination me_urements in the range

()f a 0.6 to 10 MeV. We find in both cases that the agreement is typically good to 25% for the

full set of Bonner sphere measurements. Having a full neutron spectrum, it is then p()ssible

to estimate detector rates from neutr(m illt,eracti_)ns by integrating the mea,_ured spectrum

against known _et_t,r(m interaction cr()ss secti(ms.

The beanl tests have given 1.tsCOllfi(len('e that, w(:can ()l)erate tracking chambers close t,o

t,lle plug. Me,asurenlt'nts using E791 (let,cot,ors have c()ilt-irllle([t,hat rates irl particle i(lentifi-

cati(m detect()rs ([()wllst,t'ealn (:)ftile Sl)(_,('t,r()Ii_t,'t,er l_lagllt-_tswill be lllllch lower in AGS E871
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Figure 11: P_llse shape ([iscrimination ()f nelltrons all(l photons using the liquid scintillators.

"I'tle vertical axis is the plllse height fi'om a "l)r()rnpt '' gate, which is 50 ns wide and is timed

t() ('()ilwi(le with the peak of the phototttbe t)lllse. The horizontal axis is the pulse height

fi'()ill _t "delayed" gate, which is 100 ns wide alld is timed to (,over the tail of the phototube

pulse.
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(even at higher bealn intensity) thml in E791. 'l'll('se (lata alsc_ provide a unique opportunity

to coxnpare actual data on leakage t,(_t,h(: (',,\lA)l{a;9 Nl(nlte ('arl(_, wtfieh is in wide use and

is relied upon he,avily in lnally situatitms t'(_r t ll(, ¢[¢',sigll (_f ¢'ah_rillmters, shielding, etc'. A fltll

discussion of these, lne_Lsurements will i)e i)lfl)lislm(I in _t NINI _trt,icle, which is in preparati(m.

3.2 Straw Tracking Chambers

Fine segn'nentation of drift chamber ce,lls is highly desirable in A(IS E871 in order to re(hwe

occupancies to) reasonable (about 1% or l(_wer) levels. F()r the tracking planes near the

plug, we are designing and buildillg straw clla_zfl)e,rs with small diameter ,-,t,raws. Vv'eplan

to operate these chanfl)ers with fa_t (I[:4-[)ased (lrift, gases. St,tlclie,s are underway (lead by

K. Lang) at UT Austin t,o design, dew, l(_p, alld test such chambers. Significant progress has

been made through _t series of pr()tot, ypes and we expect to converge on the final design in

the next, few months. A major milestone will be bemn tests of 96 channel prototypes at the

AGS this summer (.ltlne-Jtfly, 1993). The straw ('llaml_er work is being done in collaboration

with Stanfc)rd University, wllich is fl)cusillg ll_aillly oll the electronics design and fabri(,ati(_ii.

Table 4 shows the par_uneters of tim ctu'r'('llt,ly I)l_ulne(l systeI_l. M()rc' extensive cliscussiCnl _f

this project can be fi)ttnd in the 'I'_tsk (' secti(n_ ¢_f()ltr 1994-1996 re_ewal pr()posal.

3.3 Lead Glass Array

The principle function ¢,f the lead glass i_ E871 is electron identification. The UT Austi_

group has undertaken to fully refurbisl_ t l_c,,E791 lead glass for use in E871. This involves:

(1) providing a new support, frame, (2) rel)la('ing low-perforn_ance phototubes, (3) curling

radiation damaged blocks via UV _mnealing, (4) rewrapl)ing all blocks, (5) the constructi()_ ,_f

new phototube b_es, including the _td¢liti()li ()t"all anlI_lifier t,o make rnuon signals accessibl_,.

(6) providing a new laser-b_ksed flasher syst,el_l t'(_rdrift inonitoring, _md (7) constructi(m (_f

a new light-tight temperature controlled en¢'l()slue t(_ hoarse the array. Most of these', t,ask_

are either complete at this time or nearing ¢'(_ll)let, i(m. A subset of the lead glass arr_tv

will be instrunw, nted for tests during ttie E_;71 ciigineering run during June-July, 1993. 1:_11

completion c)f the lead glass upgrade is expected by early fall.
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i,t r t'i_'tt_

(las l)res,,-;llr_ ' i (tlln.

Nl_ux. l)rifl 'l'illw 25 'n,,,_c(:

i. (,'El - i,'._(/4tflo

Ntmd_er ()f'Straws: (pcr ,si(h')

Stat.i(m I _20

St,at,i(m II 860

St.at i¢_llIII 550

St_d,i¢)llIV 1020

'l'_t,al Nttttfl_er (_f"Stt'_tws 6500

('()llIigurati()ll: r'lo,,_r'- t)(tc:k

(,r t't rti(:rtl; !1::: hcn'izonhtl)

St,atiou I :r, :#, x', y, !/

Stati()u 1I ... :r', x', it/,:/1_

St,ati()ll lI I :r,:r_, :zY

Stat, i()]l IV x, :r', x', !j, f

l_eIlgt,hs:

Stati(),a 1 :r: 78.0 (:'m; y: 86.3 r.m,

Stati_ 1I :r: 87.0 (:_n,; y: 87.0 cm

Stat:icm llI :r: 113.0 crm; y :

Stat, ion IV x: 118.0 (:m,; y : 92.5 (3n

_I_d)le4" Main fe_tt_u'es()t"l)r()l)()se(l _tl)st,r(-,_t_ tnt('kil_ (.l)a_nl)ers l)ase(l ()n straw (h'ift t,ulws.
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3.4 Muon Hodoscopes

Six planes of large scintillator hodoscopes have beell assenfl_led and installed in tile muon

rangefinder at diffcrellt depths. We l)llrchast,d lmw scintillator and PMTs for the planes (x

m_d Y measuring) wllich will be usecl in t,lle trigger and re.lts¢,¢lthe rmton hodoscope scintil-

lat.or and PNIT's from E791 for the veznaitling platles. Si_we signals from the proportional

rangefinder chambers are only latched (rather titan sent t,_ TDC's), these scintillators will

provide a large improvement in our tinting of nnton tracks ill the rangefinder. The trigger

planes have been located at a depth corresponding to sliglltly less than 1 GeV in muon

inolnentum. This is lower tlmn the correspcmding threshold in E791, which was 1.6 GeV,

and it, results in s_)_neincre_;ed acceptance (abc_ut 10_,).
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4 B NL Expt. 888

The E871 collaboration wm_joined by physicists from Princeton, UCLA, and BNL to conduct

a search at the AGS ill 1992, llsing the E791 spectronleter, for an H dibaryon. The H

is a hypotheticM six-quark (uuddss) state. The E888 expm'iment consists of two distinct

searches for the H. One uses the E791 spectrcmmter to look for single A ---, pTr- decays in

the neutral beam in the vacuum decay region. These A's could come from H decays such as

H --, An. This search method is sensitive to H's with lifetimes in the range of 10-7 to 10 -9

seconds. The second search involves significant rearrangement of the E791 spectrometer

and looks for H interactions which produce two A's through diffractive dissociation in an

active (scintillator) "dissociator" placed in the neutral beam. This method is sensitive to H

lifetimes above 10-_. Analysis is underway and one UT Austin graduate student (B, Ware)

is working on this analysis for his Ph.D. thesis.

5 SSC Research

The UT Austin group is part of the GE_I (Gamma, Electrons, and Muons) collaboration.

The principal goals of the experiment are to emphasize precise me_urment of photons,

electrons, and muons in SSC interactions. The GE_I collaboration has recently submitted

its Technical Design Report to the SSC Laboratory. We were involved at an early stage

of planning for the trigger system. In the last year, our large AGS E871 construction

responsibilities have made it impossible to devote significant effort to GEM. When AGS

E871 construction and installation is completed, our CEM activity will increase.
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